This paper proposes a general benchmark for interactive segmentation algorithms. The main contribution can be summarized as follows: (I) A new dataset of fifty images is released. These images are categorized into five groups: animal, artifact, human, building and plant. They cover several major challenges for the interactive image segmentation task, including fuzzy boundary, complex texture, cluttered background, shading effect, sharp corner, and overlapping color. (II) We propose two types of schemes, pointprocess and boundary-process, to generate user scribbles automatically. The point-process simulates the human interaction process that users incrementally draw scribbles to some major components of the image. The boundaryprocess simulates the refining process that users place more scribbles near the segment boundaries to refine the details of result segments. (III) We then apply two precision measures to quantitatively evaluate the result segments of different algorithm. The region precision measures how many pixels are correctly classified, and the boundary precision measures how close is the segment boundary to the real boundary. This benchmark offered a tentative way to guarantee evaluation fairness of person-oriented tasks. Based on the benchmark, five state-of-the-art interactive segmentation algorithms are evaluated. All the images, synthesized user scribbles, running results are publicly available on the webpage 1 .
Introduction
Image segmentation is one of the most essential problems in the field of computer vision. Although this topic has been extensively studied, common segmentation algorithms often serve as an preprocessing method of other algorithms. Automatic segmentation can hardly obtain satisfied results without high level knowledge of interest object. The Person-Oriented approach, from another point of view, focus on how we can make the state-of-the-art useable by the majority of "ordinary" people. The introducing of human interaction contributes to improving the performance of traditional segmentation methods towards real life application. Start from Boycov et. al [2] , the interactive segmentation algorithms [11] However, when the human interference is involved, the comparison between algorithms can be hardly objective. For automatic segmentation, Martin et. al [8] firstly provided a image database containing wide range of natural scenes and evaluated the precision of result segment boundaries. Unnikrishnan [12] proposed a similarity measure to perform a quantitative comparison between image segmentation algorithms. Recently, Kevin McGuinness [9] developed a software to calculate the feedback as a person is using a interactive segmentation algorithm.
In this paper, we strive to propose a general framework to evaluate interactive segmentation algorithms. The contribution of this paper includes: (I) A complete dataset of five categories of images is publicly available. Each image category contains ten representative images, and there is at least one salient object on each image . These images cover some major challenges of image segmentation, including fuzzy boundary, complex texture, cluttered background, shading effect, sharp corner, and overlapping color. Groundtruths are precisely hand-labeled for each image. (II) Two schemes of human interaction, point-process and boundaryprocess, are proposed to objectively simulate interactive process of drawing scribbles. The point-process draws points on key components of foreground/background. The boundary-process simulates the process of the boundary refinement after the point-process. By applying these two schemes, one can automatically generate scribbles, and objectively evaluate the performance of interactive algorithms without human bias. (III) Two criteria of region and boundary precision are further applied to evaluate the region coverage and boundary proximity for those two processes. An overview of our benchmark is shown in Fig.1 .
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows:
In section.2, we start from introducing the design of the dataset, and section.3 presents the idea of interaction simulation. In section.4 we describe the details of our evaluation methodology, and analyze the performance of algorithms based on the quantitative results on our benchmark. And the paper concludes in section.5.
Dataset design
The dataset contains fifty images from LHI database [13] . These images are selected from the categories of animal, artifact, building, human and plant. The animal category is the most challenging one, which contains some wild animal images with fuzzy boundaries and the complex textures. Some animals also have very similar color appearance to overlapped with background color. The overlapping color between object and environment make a simple foreground color distribution is hard to be distinguished from the background. Opposite to animal category, the artifact category has relative clear boundaries and smooth appearance, while the shading effect also make the color distributions to widely spread even overlap with each other. The building category contains some textured background and structured foreground, it looks easy to be classified. However, some algorithms have problems to deal with the sharp edges and corners on the building. The cluttered background usually appears in the human category. Besides that, the color distributions for human clothes are sometimes multimodal, it is challenging for some parametric color models. In the images of plant category, boundaries are very smooth, so the "zigzag" effect for some discrete optimization method will be visually apparent. The ground truths of all images are human labeled. Our database is publicly available on the project website. Figure 3 . The two types of simulation named point-process(top row) and boundary-process(bottom row). The level of point-process increases from left to right to test the algorithms' ability to cover region. In the bottom row the gap near boundary become bigger from left to right make locating boundary harder. With the increase of level from one to four, it become more difficult to get a satisfy segmentation result.
Interaction simulation
In person-oriented applications, person is in the loop of algorithm iteration. The algorithm is running based on the response of users. Therefore, the experiment results can be easily manipulated by human interference. In order to offer a fair benchmark to evaluate different algorithms, we propose two schemes to automatically simulate the interactive process of person drawing scribbles, as illustrated in Fig.3. 
Point-process simulation
Users label some key components of an image to indicate the major features of the foreground and background, and expect that the computer can predict desired labels to the remaining parts of the image. Point-process simulation generates several points to represent key features in the image. In our method, we use k-means algorithm to capture several clusters on color space, each cluster is an important color in the image. We then sample a pixel according to the most representative color in each cluster. The 10*10 area around the pixel is labeled to correspondent label as an initial scribbles. In order to evaluate the performance of algorithms progressively, we define four levels with the increasing numbers of clusters in GMM. Either foreground region or background region has only three clusters in level one. On the level four, there are up to 50 clusters for each label.
Boundary-process simulation
We provide another simulation named boundaryprocess. It simulates the refining process that users place more scribbles near the segment boundaries to refine the details of result segments. In this process, we give the inner part of foreground and background with known labels, and only leave a band near the boundary to be proceed. This input is used to evaluate how precise is the result segment with major part labeled. We also defined four levels of input with the decreasing width of unlabeled area. In level one the width is 40 pixels and in level four it decrease to 10 pixels. Table 2 . The segmentation precision on four different simulation level of five algorithms.
Quantitative evaluation
With a dataset containing some challenging images and two simulation scribbles, we then need quantitative evaluation criteria for the two simulation. For the results generate by point-process simulation we apply a criterion to evaluate region coverage. For boundary-process the most region are pre-labeled leaving the gap near boundary to algorithms to handle, so here we evaluate the proximity between result boundary and desired boundary.
Region coverage
We denote the overlapping ratio of the foreground object as the region segmentation precision,
where Λ R and Λ G R are the foreground region of segment result and ground-truth respectively. The region coverage ratio RP (Λ R , Λ G R ) is the ratio of intersection to the union of Λ R and Λ G R , and the output is a real value range from 0 to 1 where one means every pixel is labeled correctly.
Boundary proximity
With more areas marked by point-process, almost all methods can obtain a course results without major failure. In this time, users will focus more on the boundary. The input scheme of boundary-process is designed to evaluate ability of precise boundary locating. By introducing an undirected chamfer distance, we define the boundary locating accuracy as :
where u ∈ Λ B and v ∈ Λ G B are the pixels on result boundary and ground-truth boundary, v and u denotes the number of pixels on the corresponding boundaries. This is a more rigorous metric of amplifying the subtle difference between result and ground-truth.
Results and analysis
In order to provide a set of baseline results and evaluate the state-of-art algorithms on the new dataset, we test five representative algorithms: Graph cuts [2] , Geodesic matting [1] , Random walker [5] , Power watersheds [4] and Structural Interactive Segmentation [10] .
The region coverage precision (rp) and boundary proximity precision (bp) of the five algorithms on each image category are shown in Table. 1. The animal category have the lowest boundary proximity precision, while the artifact category is on the contrary. The human category get the poor region coverage precision because of the clustered background, while the algorithms can easily extract the foreground in plant category due to the nearly independent color distribution. From the experimental results, one can easily see that the Graph cuts [2] performs good on the human category, while Power watersheds [4] can handle the sharp edges exist in artifact object and building images. Table. 2 shows the segmentation precisions of these algorithms on four simulation levels. The highest region coverage precision of Power watersheds [4] on every simulation level reveals its excellent region extracting ability. It is interesting to notice that with the increase of the simulation level the performance of Random walker [5] is close to Power watersheds. The Structural Interactive Segmentation [10] beat all others with boundary based interaction. This reveal this algorithm possess strong ability to attract the result boundary towards the real one, once the major components of the image are labeled.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a general benchmark to evaluate interactive segmentation algorithms. We collect a diverse dataset of natural images. The dataset is composed of five categories. Two interactive simulation schemes are proposed to simulate the user interaction process. Two criteria are applied to evaluate the region coverage and boundary proximity of the two schemes. Five state-of-art algorithms are evaluated and all the experimental results with the dataset are available at website 2 .
In the future, we are planning to extend the dataset to contain more images and more categories e.g. medical images and aerial images. Other interactive techniques, like bounding-box-based interaction [11] or boundary-based interaction [6] are also interesting to us. The goal of our work is pushing the boundaries of algorithm performance, and enlighten new idea for person-oriented tasks. 
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